Functional Listening
Evaluation
Using the Recorded FLE

Objectives of this Presentation
Participants will be able to:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Use the Recorded FLE to estimate functional listening ability in the
classroom
Set up to perform the Recorded FLE Using Sentences, including student
instruction
Interpret the FLE results in a way that assists teachers, parents and
other staff in understanding how the hearing loss impacts
communication effectiveness in the classroom.
Learn where and how to purchase the Recorded FLE

Purpose of the Functional Listening Evaluation (FLE)
●

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine how listening abilities are
affected by noise, distance, and visual access in an individual’s natural
listening environment.

●

The FLE can also be used as a validation tool to demonstrate the
benefits of the student’s hearing assistance technology.

●

The FLE can also be useful in justifying other accommodations, such as
sign language, note taking, captioning, minimize background noise and
special seating.

How do children without HL perform in noise?
●

●

Children without hearing loss can understand:
○

95% in Quiet

○

90% in Noise

How do we know what our students can understand in the typical classroom
environment?
○

Only 39% of the ability to understand speech in noise can be predicted from
hearing thresholds. (Yoon, Allen & Gooler (2012))

○

We need to collect DATA to determine their individual strengths and
weaknesses in the area of functional listening

What is the Recorded FLE?
●

15 lists of 10 sentences, 5 words each in length

●

Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences used, controlled for vocabulary so that
the material is appropriate to use for students age 5 and older

●

Lists are presented in quiet and in noise

●

Classroom noise is 5dB quieter than targeted speech

●

Sound files can be downloaded to phone, iPad or computer (we have district
license, so all assessment staff can download files.)

●

Scoring form can be printed or a computer fillable form can be used- you will
need to save the form to your computer prior to filling out.

What is the Recorded FLE?

What materials do I need to do the FLE?
●

You will need to gather the following materials:
○ Listening tube- I listen to hearing aids and do Ling 6 Sound Test prior to
testing
○ Either printed FLE form or computer to mark the form on electronically
○ Audio files- either on phone, iPad or computer
○ External speaker and cord (unless it is BlueTooth)
○ Tape measure or knotted string- to measure your distances for close and far
○ Tape- to mark distances
○ Speech Hoop- to use if you are utilizing Lists 9-12 for the benefit of FM/DM
System (optional)
○ Sound Meter App- Decibel X, dB Meter… (optional)

The different listening conditions
●

There are 8 different listening conditions:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

●

AVCQ- Auditory + Visual in quiet close
ACQ- Auditory only in quiet close
AVCN- Auditory + visual in noise close
ACN- Auditory only in noise close
AVFN- Auditory + visual in noise far
AFN- Auditory only in noise far
AFQ- Auditory only in quiet far
AVFQ- Auditory + visual in quiet far

This order balances for difficulty across conditions so that the final task is the
easiest of the far conditions.

Identify Student Amplification and Distance/Loudness

●

●
●
●

You will need to circle if the testing will be done with hearing aids, cochlear
implants or no amplification. You will do Lists 1-8 with amplification only and
then Lists 9 -12 with FM (if testing the benefit of the FM/DM System)
Close distance= 3 feet
Far distance= 12 or 15 feet, depending on how large the classroom is that the
student is typically in
It is important to document what distances you use the first time and have the
same setup each administration of the test

Physical set-up of the testing environment
●
●
●
●

The student’s typical classroom should be observed to determine maximum
listening distances.
When setting up for the close conditions, measure the distance from the
student’s ear to the examiner’s mouth.
Record the far and close condition distances on the Summary and Interpretation
From.
You can either use a tape measure or a knotted string for the setup.

Physical set-up of the testing environment (cont)
●
●

Close: Sound source and examiner are 3 feet in front of the student.
Far: Sound source and examiner are 12 or 15 feet in front of the student. The
sound source stays next to the examiner.

Determining Loudness of the Recorded FLE
●

Set the volume of the sound source so that the voice in quiet, at 3 feet away is at
a “comfortable teacher loudness” level for the student.
○ Once you set the volume, it will stay at that volume throughout the
remainder of the test
○ Record the volume parameters- I turn my volume on my phone all the way
up and then mark how many “clicks” on my speaker. I write this down and
use it every time I give the test

AV condition requires speechreading
●
●
●

During the portions of the test that are auditory + visual, you will need to mouth
the words as the speaker says them.
You will need to practice your timing on these sentences to get your
“lip-synching”
DO NOT OVER ENUNCIATE OR GESTURE

You are ready to give the test!
●
●
●

Make sure your testing room is set up beforehand
You will need around 20 minutes to administer the test
Give the instructions to the student:
○
○
○
○

●
●
●

He will be hearing sentences.
He should repeat exactly what he hears.
If he is not sure what he heard, it is okay to guess
Reassure student that everyone has more difficulty understanding in noise and not to worry if it
seems harder

Play the Practice Sentences- first in AVCQ and then in AVCN conditions
Be prepared to pause audio, if needed
Use scanning motion when scoring of all sentences to reduce student anxiety

Performing the Recorded FLE
●
●
●

Combined lists 1-8 will present each of these lists one after another. There are 10
seconds between lists. (List 3 and 4 are reversed)
The first 4 conditions are all at 3 feet; once they are done then you move your desk
and where you stand so that you are at the far distance.
If using the FLE for the determination of FM/DM benefit:
○ Use lists 9 - 12
○ These lists only have 5 second intervals of noise
○ During this part of the test, you will speak the sentences, mimicking the same
cadence as that of the FLE audio file
○ List 9 & 12 are with auditory + visual input
○ List 10 & 11 are auditory only- you can either use a speech hoop or have the
student look at their desk while listening

Class participation
●
●
●
●

Now we will do a class demonstration
We will do the first 3 sentences under each section
You can respond with what you hear... I obviously cannot score all of you
Practice Sentences (Practice doing the mouthing with me)
AVCQ

AVCN

The fruit came in a box.

The milk is by the front door.

A boy ran down the path.

The new road is on the map.

The match fell on the floor.

A broom is in the corner.

Scoring the test
●
●

On the fillable response form, you will click on the words that the student got
wrong
Each word clicked as an error will reduce the percent total by 2%

Summary & Interpretation Form
●
●
●

The fillable form will automatically calculate the results
You will need to fill in the Audiometric Results and the Conditions portion of the
form
There is an Interpretation and Recommendation section for you to expand on
the results and make additional comments about the test results

Show finished Summary & Interpretation!
Sample Form

A word of caution:
If you have a hearing loss and have difficulty listening in
background noise, it may be difficult to do the Auditory Visual
parts of this test.

Where do I get the Recorded Functional Listening
Evaluation?
●

Go to the Supporting Success for Students with Hearing Loss:
successforkidswithhearingloss.com

●

Search for the Recorded Functional Listening Evaluation

●

The Recorded FLE Using Sentences CD or downloadable files are intended as a
license for unlimited use by one teacher for the purpose of supporting his/her
caseload.

How much does it cost?
●

The Recorded Functional Listening Evaluation- CD- $20 (unlimited use for 1
teacher)

●

The Recorded Functional Listening Evaluation Digital Download- $18 (unlimited
use for 1 teacher)

●

The Recorded Functional Listening Evaluation for your whole district or
Regional Day School Program for the Deaf- $99

Questions?

